2005 dodge grand caravan transmission cooler leak

Dodge Grand Caravan owners have reported 22 problems related to transmission fluid leaking
under the power train category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please
check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Dodge Grand Caravan based on all problems
reported for the Grand Caravan. Had a whining noise coming from the engine compartment.
After about 1 or 2 miles the check engine light came on and the whining got real loud and the
transmission wouldn't shift into the next gear. I let off of the accelerator and it never down
shifted or upshifted. It just coasted. Went to accelerate and the engine just reved the rpms high.
Eventually coasted to a spot to get off the road. Can smell transmission fluid. Have no leaks.
Now it won't do anything transmission wise. The van will start up and idle fine. Just nothing
from the transmission. See all problems of the Dodge Grand Caravan. The van does not allow
you to manually check the transmission fluid,it dealer only and a lot of dealers want check
levels when you get a oil change,so if leaking you want no. Then you end up with a broken
transmission. Once they service and rebuild your trans,then the control dash board sensors
want operate probably anymore due to the calibrations want work probably. The vehicle was in
motion when it stopped on the highway. Miles were Back defrost light splinks and want go off
and causes radio to short out and hvac system. Dealer dont know how to fix the problem. While
driving on interstate rpms began jumping to 5 and 6 and the car was jerking. Pulled over and
noticed transmission fluid leaking. There was no damage to the vehicle to cause this. We have
had the car 3 weeks and haven't even made a payment yet because it is brand new. I've found
research where other Dodge caravans are having transmission issues and they are being
recalled. Transmission cooler line leaking at 70, mile. Leak caused fluid to get all over engine
compartment. My van was bought new by me and has around 51, miles on it. About a month ago
transmission started leaking out of it. The transmission is completely sealed, no way to check
it's level or change transmission fluid. It took me awhile to find it. It is one of two transmission
lines going from the transmission and going to the radiator and the leak is in the back of the
engine where you can't get to it without dropping the transmission. Dodge has a , warranty on
the transmission and engine but this line is outside the transmission so they claim it's not part
of their warranty. Regardless the tubing they use has to be defective because most people have
driven ,'s miles without having this non-moving part to fail. I have their extended warranty but
they claim it's not covered. So how does it get reported. Consumer writes in regards to rear
quarter vent window switch recall notices. The consumer was informed the parts were not
available. Also, the vehicle was leaking transmission fluid. Now I have a larger leak underneath
the van wherever I park. I checked myself to see that the small plastic clamps have come loose
and transmission fluid was leaking out. That did not fix it since it is now leaking in the front
passenger side. I am happy with the vehicle other than the lemon part of the axle going bad.
There is no way to repair the transmission, so it needs to be replaced. While driving 55 mph
transmission blew out. This caused transmission fluid to leak. Consumer managed to pull over
,and had the vehicle towed. Dealership was notified, but did not resolve the problem. All the
seals and gaskets on the transmission wore out and caused leaks. The transmission failed less
than a year later after the seals and gaskets were replaced. Fluid was leaking from the
transmission. Power steering pump, rack and pinion seals, transmission soleniod pack. On Dec
16, I took van in for brake problems. The dealer did a recall job on the power steering cooler
hose. I checked fluid and noticed the pump was dry. Apparently the dealer didn't top off the
fluid. I filled resevior and drove but it still had a little growl in the power steering. I took the
vehicle back into the same dealer on Nov 19, for an oil change and another power steering hose
recall and told them the story and to check out pump. They said the pump checked out ok but
there was a little noise when making sharp turns but they weren't going to replace the pump. I
told them I would bring back in colder weather because it was stiff to steer. The dealer checked
the pump said it was low but they did notice leaks from the rack n pinion and transmission
soleniod pack. I asked them if this was due to the power steering pump and they said no. I
explaind I purchsed the vehicle from them exactly 2 years ago and it was less than a year old
and only had 20k on it. I declined at this point. Transmission completely failed. Third owner at ,
miles. Happened to first owner as well. Leaked transmission fluid everywhere, rear gate was
covered with fluid. Went through over 2 quarts of fluid a day for a 5 mile drive to work.
Diagnosed as a loose pin which wore a hole in the transmission case. Could not have been
prevented. A hole the size of a fist was blown through the top of the case when it finally failed.
Chrysler was contacted and refused to provide any assistance with the cost of this repair. Was
on the road in a snow storm when transmission failed, which could have in turn caused a
serious accident while stuck in the middle of the road. The consumer heard a loud noise coming
from engine. Soon after, the steering became hard. The consumer pulled over and noticed
transmission fluid leaking on to the ground. The transmission had failed. It was determined the
transmission had exited the case ph. Consumer stated whiel driving, the transaxle failed, which

caused the transmission fluid to leak. November transmission leaked. Dealer could not find
problem, and leak stopped on it's own. On December 4 while driving 55 mph, heard loud noise,
pulled over, and noticed transmission fluid pouring out of vehicle, vehicle at dealer now.
Transmission needed to be replaced. The manufacturer paid only half of the cost of the parts.
Transmission failed due to a pin shearing off from within, causing a hole, and allowing fluid to
leak. Manufacturer notified, and informed consumer that vehicle was out of warranty, and
nothing could be done. Feel free to provide further details. I purchased my minivan from bedard
bros. On Feb. On April 3, it had a rebuilt transmission put in by bedard bros. Because while I
was driving it suddenly dropped into a lower gear. Then it started leaking fluid. Bedards said a
pin caused a hole in the transmission case. On may 10, , I had the same problem with the
transmission dropping into a low gear and the check engine light coming on. A mechanic at
bedard bros. Hooked his computer to the vehicle and reset the codes not being able to
duplicate the problem. In oct. But, now the transmission is leaking again. I brought it to bedard
bros. The put some type of dye into the system that will help them locate the source. My
concern is that these are defective transmissions. I talked to a person from fenn st.
Transmission who said these vehicles are known for these problems and that there is a pin that
breaks loose and often goes through the transmission case. Stuck in second gear. Still under
warrantly, still had to pay deductible. Mileage was 35, Now 2nd transmission replacement at 96,
stranded on the freeway with my children in the car. Transmission stuck and leaking fluid. Was
not driveable. A drift pin in front axle will come loose and slide out, knocking a hole in
transmission case, which can cause fluid to leak, and possibly front wheels to lock up. Dealer
replaced transmission with same manufacturer's defective design. The transmission was
leaking fluid, when the vehicle was taken to the dealer they claimed they could not find a leak
but shortly after that the transmission failed and the dealer said it had to be replaced, consumer
feels transmission should have lasted longer than 2 years. Car Problems. Automatic
Transmission problems. Power Train problems. Transmission Failure problems. Differential Unit
problems. Transmission Noise problems. Transmission Slip Out Of Gear problems. Automatic
Transmission Torque Converter problems. Transmission Fluid Leaking problems. Transmission
Not Go Into Gear problems. When new, a Dodge Caravan transmission should not leak.
However, all mechanical parts eventually wear out, and the transmission in a Doge Caravan is
no different. Coolant-line fittings may come loose, or transmission seals may go bad, and start
to leak. Seals are readily available at any auto parts store and are relatively inexpensive, but
replacing seals or gaskets can be labor intensive and expensive, depending on the location of
the leaky seal the engine may have to be pulled to get at it. Even so, finding and fixing a
problem early is the key to preventing a small problem from becoming a large one, like a burned
out transmission. This is the seal on the transmission main shaft, behind the torque converter.
This seal is not easy to replace--it usually involves separating the engine from the transmission,
or even removing the engine or transmission completely. This is not a job for the home
do-it-yourselfer, but is best performed by a qualified auto repair technician. These are the side
seals, where the axle shafts insert into the transmission. While difficult to replace, the home
do-it-yourselfer can do this with a little patience. It is recommended that one side be done at a
time, since the Caravan will have to be jacked up, and the front steering spindle loosened to pull
the axle shafts out. There is a pan on the underside of the transmission which is removable to
change the transmission filter. The pan gasket may be bad, resulting in a leak. This is the
easiest of all the gaskets to replace. Since it is under the transmission it is relatively accessible,
and only requires the removal of bolts, and then the pan, to replace. The Dodge Caravan, like
most vehicles, has a transmission cooling radiator, with lines that run from the transmission to
the radiator and back. They attach by threaded fittings, and over time, due to heating, cooling
and vibration, these fittings may become loose or worn. When they become loose, they allow
transmission fluid to leak. The way to fix this is by tightening all loose fittings snugly but not
overly tight, otherwise the brass threads will strip. If worn, the line should be replaced, since the
fittings are usually flared and are not removable from the line. The transmission cooling lines
themselves may develop leaks. When the metal lines rub against metal parts, they will chafe
until there is a hole. These holes then leak fluid. The cure for this is to replace the leaking
transmission line with a new one, making sure the new line does not rub against parts that may
chafe it. The transmission radiator may develop a hole, due to corrosion or from a kicked-up
object from the road such as a rock. The way to determine this is to closely inspect the radiator
for leaking transmission fluid. If this is the problem, the cooling radiator must be re-cored or
replaced. Tony Oldhand has been technical writing since He has worked in the skilled trades
and diversified into Human Services in , working with the developmentally disabled. He is also
heavily involved in auto restoration and in the do-it-yourself sector of craftsman trades.
Oldhand has an associate degree in electronics and has studied management at the State

University of New York. Bad Transmission Pan Gasket There is a pan on the underside of the
transmission which is removable to change the transmission filter. Loose or Worn
Transmission Line Fittings The Dodge Caravan, like most vehicles, has a transmission cooling
radiator, with lines that run from the transmission to the radiator and back. Broken
Transmission Lines The transmission cooling lines themselves may develop leaks. Hole in
Transmission Radiator The transmission radiator may develop a hole, due to corrosion or from
a kicked-up object from the road such as a rock. Writer Bio Tony Oldhand has been technical
writing since This van has had 4 transmissions. Bought the van back in , was told that the van
probably wouldn't make it back to the house. Van is a former taxi that came from the states so
when you see the mileage, that it is in miles not kilometers. We NEVER replaced the
transmission for as long as we had it and finally, after about 4 years the transmission finally
went. We were driving from South NB to north NB and we went to pass a car and the engine
revved up and boom, she was done. My wife was leaving work one day. Nothing there. Got back
in and had to shift from P to R a couple times to get it in gear. Drove home with no further
problems. Next day, same thing to back out of the driveway She told me about it that night and I
tried it out. I couldn't get it to go into either D or R without several attempts. Had it towed to the
shop and they called the next day to say that the transmission needed replaced. We didn't have
much choice. Couldn't sell it in that condition, so we got the new transmission. The shop said
this is a common problem for this vehicle at or shortly after , miles. Not happy. I've never had a
transmission failure on any other vehicle I've ever owned some with significantly more miles.
The transmission has a 1 year warranty. We'll most likely sell the van before then. Bottom line, if
you own one of these vans, sell it before , miles. This is one of numerous problems we've had.
I've posted additional complaints for other items. It was a good, reliable vehicle until about 90,,
miles. Constant major and minor issues since then. This one was the worst. Catastrophic
Transmission failure at , miles on a Dodge. I have a Chevy Tahoe with miles and still going
strong. Mopar my butt, more like nopar. As a matter of fact I have ranked Dodge just below
obama!!! See there I hesitate at even capitalizing Dodge to show that I have no respect for them.
Just driving down highway and heard a strange noise and it jerked a couple times, nothing
major, so I pulled over and looked and nothing seemed wrong, put it back and gear and it
wouldn't go, pushed the gas down more and it would jerk forward a few times. Had it towed and
the shop put it up on hoist and looked really quick before closing, told me transmission is
making an aweful noise and it probably is shot, they will look more Monday. Hard to believe it
would go out with no warning, slipping at all prior, I also just had the oil changed yesterday and
they said everything was fine, rec. I change the transmission fluid and power steering fluid, but
that was it.. Update from Aug 21, : The dodge dealership said they diagnosed it with a broken
gear in the transmission but couldn't tell my husband what gear They said the transmission was
shot, needed rebuilt or a new one. Its a good thing i dint try to turn out in front of anyone. I had
a Grand Caravan SE and experienced transmission failure in that van also. The was rebuilt
under warranty at 35, I was very meticulous about the 30K flush. It is really bad when you spend
alot on a car and in less than a year the transmission fails. I was told after the fact that this is an
inheirent problem with Dodge Grand Caravan transmissions when they near , miles the
transmission fails. This was told to me by Dodge Dealers, Mechanics,other Caravan owners on
models , It is an admitted default by everyone including Dodge. If anyone has a solution to
recovering my money please let me know stonechi59 yahoo. I would also consider a class
action law suit against Dodge. I'm sure there is plenty of others with this and other problems
regarding Dodge products. I cannot believe this happened. Always done maintenance to
vehicle. Husband and son called coming home from baseball, and I guess it jerked,and died in
the middle of a bridge overpass. Damn thing would not move. Flatbed to Luther dealer MN and
right away in the morning they called and said the planetary gears were shot. They would never
have called that fast if it were a warranty repair. The estimate was The car is not worth The best
part is when I called Dodge and was connected to a call center in India. The person that I was
speaking to called the dealer and asked why my tranny service was not recorded there. If they
had the record, they may "consider" some type of assistance. I paid Luther to look at my car
and found a gentleman thru my network of car guys who picked up my car, took it to his shop,
fixed it in 2 days and drove it back to me and charged me 2k and gave me a 2 year unlimited
mile warranty. Take that Dodge and Luther MN dealers. That is America and some kindness. I
will never own another Dodge or Chrysler product or spend my families money at a Luther
dealership. This just happened to me today. I immediately felt like this was not a random
occurrence. I had to get the sucker towed then I come home and go to Google and I type in
caravan transmission. Guess what comes up, yep this article on Autobeef with 2 exact matches
Anyway I waiting to hear from my mechanic to see what is the final word, but from what I just
read, it looks like the tranny crapped out.. My engine cranks and runs like it was never used, but

my transmission started acting really weird today. I had correct fluid levels in it. I made at stop
at the gas station to check it. Turned the minivan back on and put in drive, the tranny made a
crazy noise but car would not go forward. I put in reverse and I could feel it drift back a tad, then
floored the gas and then thru it in drive. I was able to move forward about then the car just
abruptly stopped. I was like something is very wrong I will complete this tomorrow when I hear
back from my mechanic.. Like most American cars I get scared w
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hen approaching that k mark. This what is I call the mark of the beast , forget about Also read
my post about my Maxima and the many issues I had with that Went on a vacation trip for miles,
when returning home the transmission died. This is a 2 year old car and I've kept the oil
changed often. What a piece of junk. The worst thing is the transmission for only works for
Can't even buy a used old transmission to replace. Complete waste of money. If you have a
for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: pay to replace the transmission 7
reports not sure 4 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook
Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this
Grand Caravan problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Dodge mechanic Read reviews of repair
shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add
Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

